Poster Show: Papers


2. FIDO – Facilitating Interactions for Dogs with Occupations: Wearable Dog-Activated Interfaces (ISWC 13 dogs)

3. Conductive Rubber Electrodes for Earphone-Based Eye Gesture Input Interface (ISWC13 rubber earphone)

4. AALO: Activity recognition in smart homes using Active Learning in the presence of Overlapped Activities (PervasiveHealth 2012 – AALO.)

5. Detecting Cocaine Use with Wearable Electrocardiogram Sensors (ubicomp13 cocaine)

6. It Takes a Network to Get Dinner: Designing Location-Based Systems to Address Local Food Needs (ubicomp13 dinner)

7. Your Reactions Suggest You Liked the Movie: Automatic Content Rating via Reaction Sensing (ubicomp13 movie)

8. Predicting Human Behaviour from Selected Mobile Phone Data Points (ubicomp2010 – Predicting …)

9. StressSense: Detecting Stress in Unconstrained Acoustic Environments using Smartphones (ubicomp2012 - Detecting stress …)

10. Automatically Characterizing Places with Opportunistic CrowdSensing using Smartphones (ubicomp2012 – automatically …)

11. Exploring Capturable Everyday Memory for Autobiographical Authentication (ubicomp13 memory)